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Volumetric muscle loss (VML) is defined as a condition in which a large volume of skeletal muscle is lost due to physical

insult. VML often results in a heightened immune response, resulting in significant long-term functional impairment. 
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1. Introduction

Voluntary muscle or skeletal muscle comprises 40%–50% of the human body, and plays a major role in locomotion,

breathing, and posture support . Multiple skeletal muscular diseases adversely affect life and, among these, the most

common are muscular dystrophy,  cardiomyopathy,  myasthenia gravis,  poly- and dermatomyositis, and

rhabdomyolysis. Interestingly skeletal muscle has an intrinsic ability for regeneration after mild injury. However, volumetric

muscle loss  that occurs due to surgical or traumatic excision of a portion of skeletal muscle presents an irrevocable

condition in humans which leads to sequelae of chronic trauma . VML represents an alarming situation for the U.S.

Military Health System, as VML is the main source of disability among service personnel, as well as being important in the

civilian population .

There is a well-known correlation between muscle regeneration and inflammation following acute injury. A mechanistic

correlation between muscle inflammation as a result of both innate and adaptive immune dysregulation and regeneration

has been recently provided by cellular immunologists, developmental biologists, and muscle pathophysiologists . The in-

practice treatment for VML surgery is a follow-up exercise which results in recovery of muscle and its functions. However,

the scientific community is struggling with hard to rely on reconstructive therapy for VML. Perhaps most gratifying is that

recent approaches have led to new ways to improve inflammatory responses to muscle regeneration both in chronic

disease and muscle trauma. Till now, various methodologies, such as activation of immune responses , biological

scaffolds , tissue engineering , hydrogels , and cell transplantation , have been utilized to overcome VML. 

2. Role of Immune Response in VML

Leukocytes are a non-obtrusive element of skeletal muscle that consists of a small portion of intramuscular neutrophils,

eosinophils, CD8 + cytotoxic T cells, and regulatory T (Treg) cells. It is well known that the larger population of

intramuscular leukocytes is composed of monocytes or macrophages . These cells are in the connective tissue sheath

that surrounds muscle or blood vessels. The tissue-resident macrophages are also located in a dormant state in healthy

muscles. In the case of muscle injury or sudden trauma, the dormant macrophages become rapidly activated and play a

role in muscle regeneration or an enhanced wound healing response ( Figure 1 ). As compared to other immune cells, the

neutrophils and macrophages are the first line defender in muscle regeneration after any insult or trauma . Following

injury, the various immune cells are activated at the spot to remove necrotic cells and to release cytokines . Initially,

upon activation, the macrophages secrete tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), interleukin-1β (IL-1β), and interferon-gamma

(IFN-γ), which are also known as pro-inflammatory cytokines, to facilitate cell debris removal. These macrophages further

recruit other immune cells at the injured site and they later switch to the anti-inflammatory response that releases anti-

inflammatory cytokines to suppress the local inflammatory response and enhance muscle growth . Interestingly, during

the phagocytosis of damaged muscle, M1 macrophages reduce TNFα levels, C-C motif chemokine ligand 3 (CCL3), and

inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), whereas they enhance expression of CD163, TGFβ1, CD206 by switching to the

M2 phenotype. These M2 macrophages are alternatively activated and secrete IL-10 . The pro-inflammatory

macrophages boost the motility of myogenic cells while exerting adverse effects on their differentiation. Furthermore, it

has been shown that other major players like hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1),

fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), and

Notch signaling in the proliferation of satellite cells plays a significant role in muscle rejuvenation . The proliferation

in satellite cells results in new dormant satellite cells and myogenic progenitors, which prompt Myf5, MyoD, Mrf4, and
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myogenin . In humans, the affected area contains myogenic progenitors that stimulate macrophages, articulating

pro-inflammatory markers like IL-1α, -β, IL-6, TNF-α, and nitric oxide synthase 2 (NOS2) . However, in vitro

analysis reveals that M2 and anti-inflammatory macrophages enhance differentiation of myogenic progenitor . The

regenerating muscle contains differentiating myogenic progenitors that are linked with macrophages that protect the anti-

inflammatory markers IL4, IL5, IL10, and TGFβ .

Figure 1. Immune response in VML: In mild or severe injury the host immune response is activated. The tissue-resident

stem cells are recruited at the site and their proliferation begins. M1 and M2 macrophages are activated which clear the

damage and repair the tissue and fibrosis D.

The freshly formed fibers may form an assortment of progressive patterns. The created fibers are forked as newly

generated myofibers are fused in an incomplete pattern. Satellite cells also fuse with myofibers under the basal lamina of

previously existing fibers . To restore the growth and function of muscles, the mandatory factors are neuro-innervation,

myotendinous junctions, and revascularization. If a severe injury occurs, the devascularization causes ischemia, while

nerve damage may cause atrophic myofibers. If the injury is left untreated, permanent loss of muscle functions may arise

.

Inflammation is a defensive reaction involving microcirculation and it is initiated after injury or musculoskeletal disease.

Understanding the process of skeletal muscle inflammation requires an understanding of key aspects of tissue

engineering and regenerative medicine. Inflammatory immune responses have evolved to protect the host from invading

pathogens and inflammation, along with the damage or death-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) generated within

the body under diverse inflammatory conditions . Macrophages play a central role in inflammatory responses and

during muscle wound healing. Generally, an inflammatory immune response is a highly controlled/regulated process that

subsides after clearing the inflammation and the process is called resolution of the inflammation . This resolution

process involves various anti-inflammatory mechanisms, including the generation of different anti-inflammatory mediators

(cytokines, chemokines, and lipid mediators (resolvins, lipoxins, etc.) and differentiation and recruitment of various

immune cells with anti-inflammatory functions mainly through alternatively activated macrophages (AAMs) or macrophage

(M2) phenotypes. This is supported by a specialized population of regulatory T cells which also infiltrate the injured

muscle and promote the M1 to M2 switch to activate the satellite cells for wound healing .

If the inflammatory is not resolved, for example, due to the presence of a highly pathogenic organism that was not

cleared, or due to endogenous dysregulation of the immune response during sterile inflammatory conditions, it may be

dangerous for the host. Following mild muscle, injury tissues go through a series of processes involving inflammation at

the site, repair mechanisms, and remodeling . The inflammatory immune response helps in the necrosis and

degradation of skeletal muscle. However, if the loss of skeletal muscle or VML overwhelms the repair mechanism over

chronic inflammation at the injured site may occur . Towards this, chronic inflammation enhances the gene expression

of many inflammatory modulators . Among these, the increase in gene expression of the inflammatory cytokines

TGF-β and IL-1β have been reported in VML . To overcome this chronic inflammatory response, physical activity might

help delay inflammation and improve the regeneration process . Recently, a group of researchers studying the effect of

cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibition on biological scaffold mediated repair of VML, found that COX inhibition blocks

macrophage differentiation from the M1 to M2-phenotype . The addition of these non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

(NSAIDs) for analgesia may interfere with healing in VML patients . In addition to macrophages, various other immune

cells help in muscle regeneration. For example, CD8-T along with macrophages help in the secretion of MCP-1 which
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ultimately aids in the migration of myeloid-derived suppressor cells Gr1 high leading to myoblast proliferation and muscle

regeneration . Therefore, an immune response that involves macrophages as a major contributor to muscle

regeneration and wound healing requires efforts to minimize the chronic immune response in VML.

3. Role of Biomaterials in VML

Biochemical and physiological phenotypes determine the isolation of MuSCs at different ages and of different embryonic

origins. However, it is still a concern that some subpopulations of MuSCs appear at various periods and the relevance of

this complexity is not yet known . The identification of satellite cells depends upon the expression of the transcription

factor paired box 7 (Pax7), as well as anatomical location, but a clear heterogeneity in the population of muscle satellite

cells exists. In recent years, various markers, such as CD45, CD11b, Ter119, CD31, and Sca1, have been identified and

are used to isolate dormant and activated MuSCs via fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) techniques .

Sublaminar satellite cells are sorted due to the transcription factors paired box 3 (Pax3). This factor is only activated in

dormant satellite muscle cells, while Myf5 remains inactivated at the injured site. Moreover, all the biomarkers used for the

isolation of satellite cells including c-met, CXCR4, and CD34, are familiar to both satellite cells and skeletal muscle tissues

. Another important marker which is present in adult satellite cells and during the early development of the muscle

laminin receptor is the α7 integrin receptor, which is has a role in the production of ion of the neuromuscular and

myotendinous junctions. The ECM and cardiosphere-derived cells (CDCs) are also reported as an ideal candidate for

muscle regeneration in VML . Stem cell therapy helps in muscle regeneration, muscular weakness, and muscular

dystrophy-associated signs . Although extracellular matrix scaffolds are in clinical trials for soft tissue regeneration,

cell-based therapy is considered a better approach for VML.

To further improve the efficiency of cell transplantation therapy scientists have combined two different approaches,

biological scaffolds and cell therapy, to improve muscle regeneration . In addition, the delivery approach and

therapeutic cell source are equally important for the success of cell therapy . Biomaterials used in cell transplantation

work as artificial niches must mimic the natural environment . This approach is of great clinical interest and improves

engraftment and the survival of implanted cells .

Laminin and p38α/β mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) inhibitor-loaded porous hydrogels show positive

contributions in the renewal of aged stem cells . An interesting cell/hydrogel micromolding methodology was recently

applied for designing muscle cells showing 3D structures similar to native tissues . The formulated cell layers were

separated from the substrate and could be applied as cell sheets to form multi-layer cell patches or linked to a hydrogel

for easy transplantation . Hence, hydrogels serve as a suitable candidate for soft tissue regeneration and can help in

muscle transplantation in VML.

In muscle regeneration, it is of the utmost importance to understand the mechanism of regeneration in normal tissue.

Hence, the main purpose of combining biopolymers, stem cells, and growth factors is to create an artificial niche for

muscle regeneration in VML. These synthetic niches follow the natural methods of both differentiation and self-renewal.

The local microenvironment of stem cells helps to maintain their identity and regulate their function. The characterization

of niches is clear in intestinal crypt stem cells, hematopoietic stem cells, neural stem cells, hair follicle stem cells, and

Drosophila germline stem cells . The muscle stem cell niche signals are difficult to characterize due to their

mechanical, electrical, and chemical properties. The stem cells are located under the basal lamina along with muscle

fibers . The basal lamina, consisting of collagen, laminin, and proteoglycans, is very important for creating a

functional MuSC niche . Moreover, the nourishment of stem cell microvasculature is a vital component of the SC niche

and endothelial cells. The finding proves that signals from the host circulation system, muscle fibers, and ECM manage

the dormancy, initiation, and proliferation of MuSCs . The synthesis of an artificial 3D microenvironment must mimic

the natural niche. The microenvironment of MuSCs is polarized in structure and is in the basement membrane and basal

lamina. The ideal niche model allows recapitulation of this structure and its amplification in the muscle engineering

process to decide the dormant and activation timing of cells . In the past, different models have been applied for the

in vivo transplantation of artificial niches, such as hydrogels as used to deliver the stem cell to aged, damaged, or

diseased tissue sites . Moreover, these hydrogel-based biomaterials safely deliver the cells, enhance their viability,

and promote the role of endogenous stem cells. These biomaterials also deliver cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-

8, to enhance the mobilization of endogenous cells, in turn repairing endothelial progenitors and forming blood vessels.
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